Thurlow Nunn Standen Ltd

Testimonial -

Multi Purpose Store

“Leaders in every field”

Specialist Installations Division
Professionalism, value for
money, reliability and the
attitude that nothing is too
much trouble. These are the
words
used
when
describing Jeremy Nunn
and
Thurlow
Nunn
Standen's
Specialist
Installations Division.

long term
potatoes.

storage

of

level of just 35dbA, which
SID have achieved with
sophisticated attenuation
equipment.

“The first harvest the store
will provide bulk storage
but future plans are
envisaged for this to alter
to storage of 1T boxes,
which
has
been
Dean Bowd, of Bowd
incorporated into the
Farming Company Ltd,
The store is in two halves design”
sums it up with: “He knows
his stuff, and that is what with a further phase of
ultimately won the contract.” development for PV solar
panels fitted to the south
The
TNS
Specialist facing roof to provide ‘green’
Installations Division (SID) energy.
won the contract to build
and equip the multi purpose Talks about the work started
store at Saracen’s Head in in November 2010 but it
Lincolnshire for Bowd wasn’t until May 2011 that
planning permission was Alan explains: “Originally
Farming Company.
granted, instructions given the work went out to three
The Company are tenants by Carter Jonas, the tenders but Jeremy won
of the Crown Estate and in landlords agents, with work the contract with his
October 2010 the business starting on site in August strong knowledge base
almost doubled in size 2011. Alan Giles, Managing and professional attitude.
highlighting the need for a Partner with AMG Farm With the ground breaking
purpose built store to cope Business
Consultancy taking place as late as
with the increase in added: “Jeremy, Dean and August and completion in
production.
this
only
I all worked very closely on October,
the planning permission, strengthens our belief that
The end result is a 1000T
and store design which is to we chose the right
insulated bulk store with
company to do the job.”
a very high standard.
high capacity fans selected
for grain drying and potato Delays in the granting of Dean adds: “We had high
cooling, hardwood drive on permission
related
to expectations of Jeremy
floor, high level air mixing considerations for nearby and SID and I’m pleased
box with automatic louvres residential property and the to say these have been
and temperature control for requirement of a decibel far exceeded.”
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